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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ITJ5lAXQhg


THE GOAL OF TUESDAY: 
PICK A TARGET!

On tuesday, you´ll come up with solutions. The day starts with inspi-
ration: a review of existiong ideas to remix and improve. Then, in the 
afternoon, each person will sketch, following a four-step process that 
emphasizes critical thinking and artisity. Later in the week, the best of 
these sketches will form the plan for your prototype and test(Knapp)

 INTRO
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LIGHTNING DEMOS (60 min)

STEPS 

The Lightning Demo is a structured show and tell session, where we get clients to show 
their visual inspirations and examples of what they love.

We mainly use this technique as part of our Design Sprints, but we may utilise it during 
client or internal meetings to easily gather visual inputs. You can use it for pretty much any 
type of visual projects such as logo design, website design, product design, and marketing 
collateral designs such as advertisements, brochures and posters. (Relab)

Before the demo, all the participants must research for several examples of 
other games that they love. It could be from any industry, in fact, taking ex-
amples from outside your client’s industry may generate better ideas. The 
important thing is that each example should encapsulate a “big idea”, which is 
what they love about the homepage. Someone may show an example of the 
Nike home page and the big idea that they loved about it is the ‘seamless and 
clean navigation menu’.

During the Lightning Demo, each person will present their big ideas together 
with examples. This works exactly like a typical show and tell session. You 
can time each person to 10-15 minutes to avoid things dragging on.

The facilitator will take note and sketch each big idea on a big whiteboard, or 
on their laptop that’s projected, so everyone can see the big picture.
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SOURCES: 
https://www.relab.com.au/want-to-get-
inside-your-clients-head-try-the-lightning-
demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-TkdLuPlQs&feature=emb_logo
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DIVIDE THE SWAMP (30 min)

Divide or swarm. Decide who will sketch which part of the map. If you’re targeting 
a big chunk of the map in your sprint, divide it up and assign someone to each 
section. For novice Sprinters, a swarm around one problem to solve for is ideal.
Note - This is for a customer journey where there are many pieces. Example: Two 
people focus on creating a new strategy page. Two focus on searching for strate-
gies. One person focuses on how strategies are connected to each other.

Divide the problems to the sketch phase

Schould you divide the problem? Tak a good look at your map and ave a 
quick team discussion. If you´ve picked a super focused target, it might be 
fine to skip assignments and have the whole team swarm the same part of 
your problem. If there are several key pieces to cover, you schould divide 
up. 

If you do decide to divide up, the easist approach is to ask each person to 
write down the part he or she is most interested in. 

Then go around the room and mark each persons name next to the piece 
of the map that person wants to tackle in the sketches. If you end up with to 
many people on one spot and not wnough on another, ask for volunteers to 
switch. Once each person knows his or her assignment.?
A: Will customers trust our expertise?

SOURCES: 
https://www.designkit.org/methods/story-
board
BOOK: KNAPP, JAKE, SPRINT
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THE FOUR STEP SKETCH (50 min)
Its time to come up with some solutions, but there will be no brainstorming, no 
shouting over one another; no deferring judgement so wacky ideas can flourish. 
Instead, you´ll work individually, take your time, and sketch!  
(Knapp)
Work alone together! 

Goal: 
Produce well-formed solutions sketches and ideas to solve a product/service challenge.

STEPS:

Take notes (20 minutes)
Walk around the room, look at all the write-ups and drawings from 
the previous activities. Look up any references needed and note 
down everything they find important. 

Note down ideas (20 minutes)
Look at the notes you took and turn things into a little more tangi-
ble form by drawing sketches from their notes. 

Crazy 8s
 This is a fast-paced exercise where everyone rapidly sketches 
eighth variations of their ideas (1 minute per sketch - overall 8 
mins)

All the notes and sketches created so far are only for individual 
warm-up and not to be shared with the group. The last step is the 
one where everyone creates

Solution sketch (30 minutes)
Everyone takes time individually to put their best idea on paper in 
details.. These sketches will be shared with the team and voted 
upon in subsequent activities.
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SOURCES: 
https://www.designkit.org/methods/story-
board
BOOK: KNAPP, JAKE, SPRINT
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK-94QiEFgw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTqCR84fzeg
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